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(THIS BOOK CAN BE READ AS A STANDALONE NOVEL)******************************************5.0

out of 5 stars by  Customer"If you love a good clean mystery, this will not disappoint."5.0 out of 5

stars By Nan on April 8, 2016CONSISTENTLY GOOD."Every single one holds your interest , with a

mixture of suspense, good police work, and great

characters."********************************************* BLOODSTAIN What turns a man into a killer?

Can simple words drive a man to commit murder? Detective Jason Strong must find a killer whose

signature is a wine glass. That's about all the police know, except that his victims all share certain

similarities. The case gets personal when someone close to Jason is targeted, and time begins to

run out. In the exciting follow-up to "Where's My Son?", Jason is pushed to find a way to solve this

case, before the unthinkable happens.******************************************THE FIRST 10 JASON

BOOKS IN ONE SET- *AN OVER $14.00 VALUE - JUST

6.50https://www..com/Detective-Strong-Mysteries-SUSPENSE-MYSTERY-ebook/dp/B00UVYSK5M

****************************************Get a FREE copy of the ebookÃ¢â‚¬Å“WHEREÃ¢â‚¬â„¢S MY
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Decent story about a serial killer who leaves a trademark wine glass at each murder scene. Starts

out with revealing who the murderer is and his motivation for killing these women, but not much

more about him after that. No four-letter words that I can recall, and no sappy romances to drag

down the story. Good plot and nicely paced, but the characters were mostly one-dimensional and

the conversations were often quite hokey. And the clues came gift-wrapped at just the right times to

save the day. Overall, I felt as if I was reading the screenplay from a 70's or 80's police drama.

Good but not great. Although not very deep, it was still interesting enough that I wanted to keep

reading. That being said, I more than likely will read at least another of this series, as I now know

what to expect.

An amateurish novel with which I have two complaints. 1) This is marketed as a "clean" work of

fiction, so I was highly disturbed that Vanessa was forced to remove her clothes at gunpoint. This

added NOTHING to the story, it had no foundation in the pre- story and only served to put a picture

in the readers' minds. 2) The editing/proofreading needs to be better. A number of times the author

switches tenses within the work. For example; 'he walked into the room. She is sitting at her desk'.

Proper editing should have caught this highly distracting mistake.

Generally well written with varied viewpoints and unexpected twists and turns. The one thing that



kept me from giving it a five star rating, was that while billed as clean suspense, it did have some

graphic descriptions of scenes that some might consider to be a bit excessive. Obviously with

murder mysteries some things may be a bit unsettling. Could be a bit cleaner without ruining the

plot.

People can be mean, but to allow stupid people's meanness to alter your life to a place of criminality

is simply sad! Norman should have taken his friend's advice. Good story, well written and developed

nicely. The number of killings during the story was a little too many, but I guess that happens in the

real world. Didn't particularly like the use of tense for the narrative but a change of style doesn't

hurt...was just a tad lame sometimes. I would recommend this book.

This one didn't disappoint either I'm going to continue reading and read all your books, I like the

characters along with the different plots and I like to guess right along with the detectives.

BLOODSTAIN was an exciting read from beginning to end, and I found it hard to put the novel

down. The novel is told from Det. Strong's point of view as he tracks a serial killer bent on revenge.

The killings are bizarre, gruesome, and senseless, and Det. Strong and his partner are desperate to

stop them. Det. Strong is a well-rounded character who keeps cool under stress and uses his

experience to get his job done.

An exciting folllow on from Where's my Son.A serial killer who leaves his victims withh a wineGlass

beside their bodies must be stoped.The story gets personal when the murderercaptures Jason's

partner and it's a race againsttime to save her.Once again another top story by J.Dalglish.

I must say I am really enjoying this series! The stories are absorbing and the main characters are

likeable (other than the villain). The stories do not have filthy language or steamy sex scenes that

ruin so many of the writings in this genre.This story involves a killer who seeks women that look

strikingly similar. He leaves his victims leaning against a tree, and there is a wine glass at the

scene. But why? Why the wine glass? Why these women? And who is he?Unfortunately, Detective

Strong's partner fits the victim's profile, and she has been taken captive. Can Jason solve this

mystery in time to rescue his partner? Or will she be his next victim? Hurry, Jason. He has a time

table and the clock is ticking.....
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